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The Character and Spiritual Life of Sir Hubert Wilkins
A Monograph by Dr Stephen Carthew

There are many ways to tell the story of a life. One of them is to focus on the inner
motivations, the philosophical foundations, and the spiritual longings which are the
responsible inner causes of the resultant outer effects of that life. This introduction focuses
on the mysterious inner dimensions of the extraordinary, curious, and enigmatic life of
Captain Sir George Hubert Wilkins.

There were many times when the life of Wilkins was held by a slender thread, delicately
balanced between life and death, and heaven and earth. Death was no grim reaper for
Wilkins; on the contrary, death was a welcoming friend, inviting him on to join the next
great adventure – a portal to a golden world which he knew was beyond the veil.

And there were so many fascinating threads to the life of Wilkins. He was perhaps the most
interesting practical polymath of the twentieth century. Beyond all the specific disciplines
for which Wilkins is known, he was a genius fixer of things, organiser of people, and designer
of equipment. But also – seeming to well up from experiences before this life, flowing with
him during it, and hovering over him into an infinite future – there were the ineffable and
intangible powers which have been variously called Fate, Destiny, the Hand of God, or
Providence (favourite terms used by explorers of the Heroic Age). These terms contain too
much baggage for many of us today, so I have borrowed from Robert A Johnson the term
‘slender threads’1, which encapsulates these meanings.

Wilkins found connections with things more enduring and of greater circumference than his
career and individual ego. He saw self-importance as exhausting – so he stayed humble. He
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discovered that he could do several things as easily as one if he left himself out of the
equation. His ever-evolving religious philosophy of life led him to hold faith by firm
fingertips; yet he knew faith was slippery. He was also aware that his faith needed to be
renewed each day.

While Wilkins saw, heard, and felt – through the exercise of his spiritual faculties – that the
work of the next sphere was important, he also knew that nothing equalled the importance
of work in the world in which he was actually living.
As one of the first explorers to have his head in the clouds (literally and metaphorically), he
not only had his feet firmly planted on the earth, but was prepared to go under a frozen
ocean. He would do anything that could improve earthly conditions. Applying science was to
be his style of service.

Biographers tend to distil the spirit of their subject according to their own philosophic
disposition. I am no different. Being aware of my own penchant for spirituality, I have drawn
substantially on the words of Wilkins from various sources, especially his autobiographic
reflections.

He did too much
Unlike explorers, scientists, heroes and authors who became legends for being the first to
do one thing, or for their multiple achievements in any one domain, Wilkins did so many
things across such a diverse range of disciplines, that much of import has automatically been
diluted due to the sheer diversity of his polymathic life and mind.

It is much easier to pigeonhole and then memorialise a person in connection with one event
or one discipline; it is much harder when a person has many other accomplishments in other
domains. Accomplishments tend to compete against each other for importance and
noteworthiness and each event or discipline is compared with other achievements by
specialists. Both these factors dilute the spectacular array of the Wilkins achievements – the
lot of the polymath.
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It is simply too hard for most people to appreciate the multiple lifetime accomplishments of
Wilkins. For these reasons, it is particularly difficult to contemplate Wilkins as an innovator
in the realm of religious philosophy. He did too much to be able to think about what made
him able do so much. As Wilkins rarely spoke about his inner life in the public domain, most
of his biographers have tended to sideline what I call his spirituality – his being; and this is
understandable given the incredible scope of his doings.

It is appropriate that the introductory material – or companion texts – for a book about an
expedition which was published before it was undertaken, be focused on the inner spiritual
life of the person who brought it to that point. Wilkins is revealed to have a mysterious
dimension to his life which motivated the unusual venture. In the first two paragraphs of the
preface of Under the North Pole, Wilkins remarks on the methodology of the forthcoming
expedition in a manner relevant to my focus: Firstly, by alluding to his hope and faith.
Secondly, by making sure those who followed him, if the expedition failed, were assisted by
a record of his preparations:
We have hope and have faith that they will succeed; but if we fail, I want to
leave behind a record of our preparations and proposals, to help that someone
who will someday make a transarctic journey beneath the ice successfully.2

And this secondary purpose for the book achieved exactly what it set out to do – inspire
others to do likewise with a better vessel. Twenty-seven years later a submarine not only
went under the North Pole, it surfaced there in mid-winter. Just as Wilkins had seen a whale
do. In 1958 James Calvert, the Captain of USS Skate cracked the ice. The crew got out and
took part in one of the most unusual scattering of ashes in the history of the world. The
1931 mission impossible, as the Wilkins sceptics believed, was accomplished.

If we can comprehend something of what drove Wilkins, we might be able to employ some
of these elements in our own life today. In this way historical research focuses on the mindset that led to the actions – cause before effect. It follows that such research becomes a
contemporary quest to examine the future value of the Wilkinsonian mindset, rather than
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just a historical record of his accomplishments in the plethora of disciplines to which he
contributed.

I have often watched eyes glaze over when I deliver a freight-train loaded with information
about Wilkinsonian achievements – it is simply too exhausting to take in. Recently I
understood that his legacy has suffered because his life was so mind-bogglingly full of
impossible-to-believe feats. So I have turned my own research focus from an attempt to
amplify what he did, and a timeline for his doing3; to follow the slender threads which led
and guided his life. I have found it fascinating to explore the unusual religious philosophy by
which Wilkins lived his life, and the remarkable If–like qualities he revealed while living it.4
So, my research unabashedly follows the unfolding inner life of Wilkins – what made him
tick – and particularly his remarkable faith in God. This paper is a synopsis of a much longer
work that will include information about Wilkins still in the process of being recovered from
his archives.

My position is that the many accomplishments, within the multitude of occupations and
disciplines with which Wilkins engaged, are less important than the motivations for their
doing, and the ethos with which he undertook whatever he did. The focus here is on Wilkins
as a human-being, rather than a human-doing. He was himself acutely aware that his inner
mindset ultimately determined his outer exploits. His autobiographical reflections
acknowledge that his own mindset was more interesting than anything he did. Wilkins was
not a tick-that-off-the-bucket-list sort of person; he simply followed the slender threads
woven between the warp of earth – the weft of the heaven.

The book: Under the North Pole
The first biography written about the life of Wilkins was aptly titled, Sir Hubert Wilkins:
Enigma of Exploration.5 While I do not pretend to have cracked the Wilkins enigma code, I
do hope to shed at least some light on his innovative way of thinking: his evolving belief
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system, his philosophical stances, and his lived-faith in God. When apprehended together,
these elements reveal something of the soul of Wilkins, which manifested as an
adventurous, altruistic, mysterious positive individual. His exceptionally practical skills in
engineering – his ability fix things – when combined with the above qualities are what
makes Wilkins so balanced. It is his balance between heaven and earth – even under Arctic
ice, that makes Wilkins unique amongst explorers and truly one of the ‘greatest’ explorers
ever. This is praise which Wilkins would of course reject – yet another credential of
‘greatness’– amongst the explorer cohort, so often lauding their own ‘first’
accomplishments.

Forever the creative innovator, the philosophic and religious inner-life which Wilkins crafted
can be assessed as a few generations ahead of his time; I suspect that one day the spiritual
life of Wilkins will be recognised as his most valuable legacy; for he is a remarkable exemplar
of a life well lived. The Wilkinsonian creative imagination, when added to his scientific
adventuring as enunciated in Under the North Pole, may be partly responsible for thwarting
the full public flowering of the Wilkins legacy. Aspects of this arctic expedition were simply
too much for too many. The extensive plans for a successful venture were counterpoised by
bad press before the expedition started: a clever journalist called it ‘the suicide club’. When
the expedition finished, it was widely assumed that that the Nautilus had failed to
accomplish the stated aims and plans of the expedition. While this is true regarding the
travelling under the Pole, the less spectacular scientific research work was a very real
success.

The book, Thoughts Through Space, which Wilkins wrote (with Harold Sherman) a decade
later, further revealed his creative thinking and spirituality. This text, which related the
details of the phenomenally successful telepathic experiments made between Sherman and
Wilkins, placed a focus on extrasensory perceptions, before the term ESP entered the
lexicon. This groundbreaking book, while appreciated by some at the time, was simply too
much for the mainstream to appreciate – and still might be. However, it is exactly these
enigmatic elements of Wilkins which make his life so endlessly fascinating.
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Atheists, agnostics, and true believers (of any one religious creed) will find Wilkins difficult to
pigeonhole. He was scientific yet spiritual. He was god-conscious but not god-fearing. He
had outlandish ideas yet was very reasonable as a person. Unable to be accused of
narcissism, he used his fame for advertising all sorts of products. The significant payments
he received were used for his altruistic plans to solve the weather problem: his feet on the
earth calling. The spiritual inner-leadings which Wilkins followed on a daily basis, his head in
the clouds, encouraged the commercial operators whom he contacted to help make a
difference in the world. All the expeditions Wilkins made were scientific and altruistic.
Unlike many other explorers whose focus was on adventure and ego enhancement, Wilkins
never wished to be part of the hero business.

Belief and faith
Wilkins cherry-picked beliefs about God from many streams of religious thought. Later in life
he employed The Urantia Book as a textbook on God, planetary history, the workings of the
universe and the life and teachings of Jesus. One can see his own life reflected in the copied
quotations of his personal Urantia Notebook.6

The Urantia Book was made for Wilkins: it was more enigmatic than he was. While he was
enamoured of this two thousand-page tome, Wilkins was no sacred text-thumper; there
was not an aggressively proselytising streak in him. He was a quiet and rational thinker and
believer who took what can be called a Possibilian approach towards assumed beliefs about
God. However, he maintained a personal and well-nigh unshakable faith in God. He saw
‘belief’ and ‘faith’ as two quite different propositions. I think of Wilkins as a ‘faith imbued
Possibilian.’7
In ‘The History of the Idea’, a chapter in Under the North Pole, Vilhjalmur Stefansson writes
about the Rev. John Wilkins who, in 1648, was ‘the first man to advise the use of submarines
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in polar exploration’. Remarkably, the Rev. Wilkins was probably an ancestor of Sir Hubert,
thus ‘the first man to advise the use of submarines in polar exploration was probably an
ancestor of the first man attempting to follow that advice’. Perhaps more remarkable is the
fact that ‘Captain Wilkins had his plans for submarine exploration fairly well developed
before he learned that he had such an ancestor as the Bishop’.

Wilkins, on becoming aware of this genetic connection, must have seen this as a coincidence
more meaningful than the dictionary definition suggests; he was much more attuned to a
divinely orchestrated serendipity than to a random correlation of occurrences. Wilkins
seemed to accept whatever happened as if it were planned from on high. He may have felt
that mysterious interdimensional thought transference was at work between his ancestor’s
book and his current work of Arctic exploration undertaken nearly three hundred years
later. Just as Hamlet suggests: ‘There are more things on heaven and earth, Horatio, than
are dreamt of in your philosophy.’

If awake to it, one can detect an underlying spirituality (often only casually implied) in the
books and articles which Wilkins authored. Gratitude to God is often expressed in his
published writings via his detailing of the sincere prayers he made at pivotal dramatic
moments during his life. While these admissions can be assessed as figures of speech, the
two-line Biblical quote on a clean page at the start of his book Flying the Arctic is
unequivocal:
Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen.8

Yet while Wilkins employed Biblical verses such as the above, his religious streak was more
than unorthodox – some of his Adelaide family probably saw it as heretical. Wilkins may
eventually be seen as one of the fathers of a sensible and genuine version of New Age
spirituality. Wilkins can also be seen as a harbinger of a position known today as SBNR:
‘spiritual but not religious’. While he was most sympathetic to religious people, and was an
occasional guest speaker at Christian church services, his sermons mildly and kindly chided
theological reliance on the ‘fear of God’ to ensure good behaviour. Calmly acquired spiritual
development explored via an experiential faith and wonder in God was seen by Wilkins as a
8
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better way forward for humanity. The following paragraph gives us an understanding of
reasoned, yet contemplative attitude to God:
I think everyone will admit that those of us who go to the far corners of the
earth cannot help but be God-conscious. We may not be God-fearing as is
preached in the churches – personally I don’t feel that it is necessary to be Godfearing in order to be God-conscious. It is not possible to travel over this earth
and see its magnificence and magnitude and not realise the existence of God.
And when we travel in the lonely desolate places of the Polar Regions, we have
time for contemplation. There we feel conscious of the greatness of God and
more perhaps than we would if we spent our lives in the cities and in the rush of
business; and there we feel also that when people gather together combining
their thoughts and projecting their thoughts in our interests and for our
assistance that it has the desired effect. The consciousness of this is perhaps the
most conspicuous thing that has developed in my mind as a result of my lonely
sojourns in the Polar Regions. 9

This interest in the worshipful and eternal aspects of life is reflected in some of the
newspaper articles written by empathetic journalists; perhaps being in the presence of
Wilkins on his return from an expedition awakened something deep and meaningful during
an interview – something which portended the creative, even cosmic, joining-of-dots or the
weaving of slender threads, which was the modus operandi of Wilkins. The way Wilkins did
things – even little things – made those who know him feel that every element of his life
was part of a larger plan which was in the process of coalescing or unfoldment. While
Wilkins occasionally mentions that he felt some ‘mighty unseen hand’ taking control of his
destiny, he was usually understated about the phenomenal aspects of his life.

Wilkins had the uncanny ability to get away with his unusual traits, without making himself
look too strange to the public. Why? Because he was such a remarkably practical man, the
product of outback Australian pioneer parents, with a dozen older brothers and sisters.
Wilkins could do almost anything. It appears he rode a horse while he was still in nappies,
could read very well by five, and managed 200 sheep before he was a teenager – and
9
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sheared them too. By his fourteenth year he had become an empathic student of the
Indigenous culture still active around his parental home in Mount Bryan East; his agile
perceptive mind apprehended the First Nations people he met as being far more civilised
than much of White Australian civilisation.

The autobiographical descriptions of his early life referred to in Under the North Pole
provide a picture of Wilkins as a child. Through his visceral descriptions of the Federation
Drought and its effect on him, we can understand his decision to do something about the
weather problems surrounding the cycles which he observed and which have since become
known as El Niño and La Niña. Wilkins always wanted to explore these weather events, so
that people like his parents could plan for them, rather than being ruined by them. All the
later exploration he undertook has a direct connection with the experience of the sensitive
young George Wilkins. Being the first to do things daring and adventurous was not on his
radar, yet there were times when Wilkins commercialised the sensational aspects of his
expeditions to fund his projects. He had no qualms about using those who wanted to use
him: a quid pro quo to support the science that might help solve the weather problems he
wished to solve, so that society could all have more time to focus on the higher purposes of
life.

Through the decades of his life
Following a simple, mainly decadal timeline, I have introduced quotes from the writings of
Wilkins, while also employing occasional quotes from his friends and biographers. Here the
focus is on exploring what Wilkins said about his own inner life, in his own voice, rather than
speculating too much on what any biographer, including myself, might opine.

1888-1910: Childhood and youth
The following quote indicates just how interested the young Wilkins was in the Indigenous
people of Mount Bryan East – the Ngadjuri Walpa Juri Aboriginal people.
Even as a youth I was struck by their intelligence and their highly developed
principles of conduct, as contrasted with their primitive technical development.
Their totem system was far more intricate than the European social structure in
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a comparable setting. It required some considerable intelligence, without the
aid of writing, to understand it; yet many of these people seemed to know it
thoroughly. At an early age the boys were well versed in their vast system of
laws dealing with personal conduct, property, marriage and intermarriage. They
had what seemed to me to be an enormous knowledge of primitive natural
science – botany, biology, geography, geology. Because they knew so much
about the natural world around us, they were always explaining its laws to me.
From this contact with them, my curiosity to know more was stimulated beyond
measure.
These Aboriginal people believed in a Supreme Controller of the universe, and
they believed in spirits here on earth. While they were supposed, by our most
learned anthropologists, to be mere savages, among the most primitive people
on the face of the earth, it seemed to me that their moral standings were truly
admirable. I always found them chaste, law-abiding, and kind. I still think that
their behaviour was superior to much of ours in our supposedly high state of
civilisation.10

Even as a teenager Wilkins became a seeker of truth, investigating many possible ways of
viewing this world, and the mysterious ‘beyond’, which he often referred to as ‘The Great
Adventure’. Wilkins loved music and philosophy from very early in life; yet there were
practical problems to be solved in the world of his youth:
Apart from the quickening of my urge to solve the problem of the weather, I
leaned towards music. I was also a voluminous reader. There were boy’s books,
but also Darwin, Huxley, Haeckel, Paine and Emerson.11

While a somewhat shy introvert, Wilkins rarely displayed false modesty when writing or
speaking about himself, yet he disliked other people praising him publicly. It is interesting to
note that he was quite prepared to detail his better qualities as well as his own foibles.

The Lord of Fate
The first substantial piece of autobiographical writing which Wilkins undertook was likely to
have been a nine-thousand-word reflection on his childhood and youth. By quoting some of
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his observations about himself, woven between the dramatic stories he tells, we can
understand Wilkins at a much deeper level than as the ‘celebrity hero’ he became. In 1921,
at the age of thirty-three, Wilkins wrote in the autobiographic third person, the older
Wilkins looking at the younger ‘Wilkes’. This creative method clearly encouraged him to
become the detached observer of himself in his childhood and youth:
To me though, many years his senior, he was a constant revelation, and the
many thoughts he hatched, and his actions, were a series of revolutions that
increased proportionately – as the fabled snowball.12

The idea that Wilkins was, for quite some time, intent of being a musician speaks volumes
about the sensitivity of this youth. Even his choice of electrical engineering as his career
study path included a spiritual dimension:
It was through music that he felt the nearest chord of sympathy, and it was
through this medium that he at last determined to gain happiness. He was
allowed to have musical instruments and to practice to his heart’s content; and
he soon gained a measure of success with organ, flute and violin. His lust was to
improvise, following the inclination of his spirit, but he soon found that to gain
technique he must follow the courses found by years of study to be the most
efficient. To take those courses meant the expenditure of more money than he
himself possessed, and when he asked his parents for the opportunity to study
music, they at once refused, except as an ordinary accomplishment. Just why he
chose electrical engineering it is hard to say, but the mysticism connected with
that power certainly attracted him.13

The story told by the thirty-three-year-old Wilkins related to his teenage effort to gain a
singing scholarship at the State Conservatorium of South Australia reveals his intensity to
achieve in his trademark quiet determined way:
…all sense of self-consciousness left him for in his natural inconspicuous
earnestness, his whole energies went towards obtaining his desire. Never
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brilliant, but more than ordinarily efficient, he convinced the judges that his was
the best effort and the prize was his.14

The sickness of his first love, and the issues surrounding this tragic teenage relationship, saw
Wilkins trying to commit suicide twice. The story is remarkable. The fact that he lived to tell
this story revealed to Wilkins something important about life. Awaking from his first
attempt at poisoning himself with potassium cyanide he recollects:
…as he lay in his bed, there came the thought that he had dared to try and
interfere with the workings of Fate, and he felt assured for the first time of the
control of some greater power.15

Recalling the second suicide attempt by his younger friend Wilkes (at nineteen), the older
Wilkins writes:
Again, with painful realisation, he felt that fate had fooled and played with him,
and he wept in sorrowful anger … In three or four days he was fit and well again,
grieved at his failure to end his earthly existence, but was more fully convinced
that the Lord of Fate watched over him, and that his time of service on this
earth was determined by some other power than his.16

So, by the end of his teenage years, Wilkins was consciously awake to ‘a time of service’ that
lay before him; and a greater power he called ‘The Lord of Fate’.
It is helpful to remember that Wilkins wrote this autobiographic ‘Tale of Smug Satisfaction’17
as he subtitled it, during the expedition with Shackleton in 1921. He had by then almost lost
his life multiple times: in the Arctic with Stefansson; on the Western Front as a ‘mad
photographer’, where he was wounded nine times; in the Blackburn Kangaroo during the
‘Great Race’; in Russia where cannibals were heating a pot; and then in the Antarctic with
the catastrophic Cope. He really should have been dead – and he well knew this. Having
been unable to kill himself as a youth may well have emboldened him. He certainly was not
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afraid of death. One wartime compatriot confided in another: ‘I sometimes wonder if
George is really trying to get killed.’18 The question ‘was Wilkins tempting fate?’ is perhaps a
not unfair question to ask.

From his earliest years Wilkins did not care what people thought of him or his decisions. He
believed that his decisions were his to make. Soon after his second failed attempt at suicide,
he decided to miss his final exam in electrical engineering and join the circus – or ‘cheapjack
carnival’ as it was called:
…without asking anyone’s advice, he decided not to sit for his final exam, but to
take the opportunity offered to move from place to place and seek distraction in
the strangeness of new conditions. The opportunity offered was one that did
not meet with the approval of his friends or parents; but wilful as of old, he
neglected their opinions and soon took up the job of electrician to a travelling
cheapjack carnival. His duty consisted of the superintendence of the electric
lighting plant, which was in those days of sufficient novelty in Australia to attract
much attention in the country districts; and he was looked upon as the learned
professional of the party.19

While doing his work Wilkins became somewhat of an ethnologist. He tells fascinating
stories about his adventures on the road while learning about the human condition:
Women of all classes sought to bestow their favours on him freely, and is it to
be wondered at, that he took advantage of their affections to carry out his
investigations of the mental and moral conditions that govern actions?20

It was on the road with the circus when Wilkins first came face-to-face with excessive
drinking:
…and it was here that Wilkes first saw the breakdown of his fellow man. He had
seen men and women drink up many times but had never come into close
contact with them in that state, and although always able and willing to take a
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glass of anything from his earliest youth, he had never frequented hotel bars
and lounges; that sort of thing had no attraction for him.21

While Wilkins would attempt projects that were thought to be full of risk all his life, he was
moderate in his personal life. His innate curiosity, and his penchant for understanding how
things worked, led him to be independent of thought, and this created much friction
between him and his concerned and religiously strict parents:
A craving for the knowledge of the cause and reason for things, soon led him
into the habit of reasoning things out for himself and this led to the last attempt
at flagrant chastising by his well-meaning parents. 22

Yet thanks to his upbringing, Wilkins had a feeling for being proper regarding the social
courtesies of the times. He was a polite gentleman all his life and whoever he was with –
especially in the way he spoke: ‘…if there was one thing in particular that his fond mother
endeavoured with good and far-reaching result, was to prevent coarseness and vulgarity of
speech.23
The long story of a boyhood experience with a cornered rabbit, which, on a sentimental
whim, Wilkes he had decided to save while out shooting, was seen as having a lifelong effect
on him:
He had carried it quite far away, his heart swelling with pity and compassion for
the frightened little animal, when unthinkingly he put his finger near its mouth,
and it seized his finger in its sharp teeth and bit it to the bone. The pain was so
intense that he dashed the animal to the ground and jumped on it in fury until it
was a shapeless mass. All senses seem to have taken flight; he was possessed by
a raving brutal temper. It lasted but a few moments, and then on his knees with
his finger streaming blood he shed tears of pity and asked the rabbit to forgive
him.24

This experience led to a realisation which he felt shaped the way he behaved when things
went wrong. Unlike some explorers, Wilkins was not given to petulant outbursts of anger
just because things went against him – he simply sought positive solutions. While he may
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have been inwardly furious about an issue, he was almost always calm in his response,
seeing discontent as the seed of creativity:
… Soon however, his level-minded judgment gained the upper hand and held
him apart from the thing he was – and he reviewed the happening. It was his
first experience with anger, and it so possessed him that he was ashamed and
afraid, in fact it was his first knowledge of real fear. He then determined that he
should never again give way to anger.25

Later in life Wilkins must have smiled when he read what The Urantia Book had to say about
anger in an expanded and annotated version of the Beatitudes: ‘Fear and anger weaken
character and destroy happiness’26, and in another section: ‘Anger depletes the health,
debases the mind, and handicaps the spirit teacher of man’s soul’.27 That Wilkins learned
this lesson about anger so young – and from a cornered rabbit – is as remarkable and
praiseworthy, in human character terms, as any of the expeditionary achievements for
which he was lauded and lionised, in formal medal-winning terms.

After a full description of a significant row with his parents, the older Wilkins observes this
about both his himself and his parents:
Nothing more was said at his home of this affair, but for weeks afterwards there
was that estrangement between parents and son, brought about on one side by
the feeling of superior judgment, and the other by the knowledge of lost
sympathy and control. On his part that mattered little, he did not need their
sympathy, but the parents must have been sore troubled. Wilkes however, as all
human beings, needed sympathy from someone, and perhaps was then inclined
towards seeking spiritual aid more than ever before or since.28

This third person text about the young Wilkes is perhaps the most human document Wilkins
ever wrote. He did not wear his heart on his sleeve; but here, while hiding behind his third
person observations of his younger self, Wilkins does make himself vulnerable. The story
was clearly meant to be read one day, for after sharing the story about anger, he writes:
‘How far the incident had an effect on his life you will see if you care to read these
25
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passages.’ This suggests he was planning to extend this tale, but like so many of his
autobiographical attempts, he never got back to it. Life was simply too full.

The early exploring years (1913-16)
During his years as a cinematographer, naturalist, and explorer Wilkins kept rather quiet
about his spiritual life. In wilderness places he was free to think his own thoughts about
God; and it was in the Arctic where he hatched the plans to understand ‘the weather
problem’– and to serve the world. Later in life he spoke directly about this:
And when we travel in the lonely desolate places of the Polar Regions, we have
time for contemplation. There we feel conscious of the greatness of God and
more perhaps than we would if we spent our lives in the cities.29

Wilkins was particularly interested in the culture of the Inuit people during his expedition
with Stefansson. An unusual contribution to this expedition was in the domain of
ethnomusicology:
Wilkins invented a kind of musical shorthand of his own, with which he
transcribed the music and rhythms of the Eskimo songs. On his return to
civilisation, these writings enabled him to chant a close resemblance of what he
had heard and so give ethnologists an almost lifelike reproduction of Eskimo
songs.30

His time studying music theory at Adelaide’s relatively new Elder Conservatorium of Music
was an important time in his life. Along with his innovative nature, his training made it
possible for him to supplement the scope of the expedition. Wilkins made ethnographic
notes on shamans, detailing his scepticism and interest. Joining Diamond Jenness, the
anthropologist, Wilkins took diary notes on a Christian service, which reveal that he
participated in such social/religious events – and that he had a sense of humour:
They went through the Anglican service in a modified way, then everyone said a
prayer, and they sat about singing hymns. One would start a hymn and another
would stop them and say they were singing the wrong tune, and then this one
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would start the tune he thought was right, and in some cases neither was right.
They were pleased when Jenness and I joined in with the singing, and they asked
me to choose a hymn that I liked. In looking over the book I saw one that I knew,
and although I had been staying there three days already, I unconsciously asked
them to sing ‘Abide with me.’ I don’t think they could see any humour in it, and
neither did I until we sung it through.31

The many diary notes Wilkins made during these three years not only show reveal the
‘making of an explorer’ but also the development of a man sometimes caught between
independent thought and loyalty to a boss. That Wilkins was appointed second-incommand, was in some ways a poisoned chalice – but he managed maintain a relatively
good relationship between factions which were furious and angry at each other. Wilkins
displayed both strength of character and a facility for peacemaking.
Once he knew about the World War, he decided to return home to see his mother and join
the war effort. The trip out of the Arctic took about three months, much of it on foot, but
when his ship, the Northwestern, reached the town of Seward, shortly after midnight on 3
September 1916, Wilkins had what appears to be the kind of spiritual experience about
which Richard Maurice Bucke had written the book Cosmic Consciousness.32 Wilkins may
well have read or heard about this book, which was written in 1901; in any case he seemed
to have experienced something extraordinary as he returned to green nature:
I can’t describe how glorious it was to hear the murmuring of the leaves after
being away from them so long. I am afraid Miss Allen who was with me found
me a very uninteresting companion at that time, for I just gloried in it and was
lost in ecstasy. It is hard to imagine now and to record in cold print how good it
seemed. I was brought back to ordinary circumstances before long by the
appearance of Mrs Brunch and O’Neill, who had been looking for us all over
town. We wandered around the place and watched the day break, and the sun
gild the jagged tops, driving the blanketing grey mist in the distance to the lower
valleys only to be dispersed entirely a little later on. The boat was supposed to
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sail at 6 am, but by 5.30 it was broad daylight, so we went on board reluctantly,
for although we were dead tired, the trees, still whispering, called me.33

This kind of reflection is rarely mentioned in biographies focused on what Wilkins did, but it
tells us much about who he was. Such understated stories of his spiritual experiences, give
us a glimpse of the expanded consciousness of this – dare I say it – Renaissance New Age
man.

World War I photographer
There is much that could be said about Wilkins during his time on the Western Front. He
became somewhat of a legend for going over the top with the troops; and Wilkins does
admit to more than extraordinary luck, even while expounding on his risk-minimisation
strategy:
To go over the top with the front line or the second line was risky job for those
who were fighting, and some risk for me, but I had the advantage of being
freelance and being able to select my own route and time for advancing. That it
was not a hundred per cent safe is shown by my having been struck by bullets in
nine different battles and buried by shell bursts on several other occasions. But I
seemed to live a charmed life for I spent only a few nights in hospital [author’s
italics]. Fortunately, I had my own staff of assistants. Many days, when too badly
wounded to continue in the field, I could go on with work at the base.34

One cameo account of Wilkins at work was authored by William Robinson, who, on a short
tour of the Western Front, wrote the following: ‘With us for a time were two of the bravest
men I’ve ever met – Will Dyson and Hubert Wilkins’. Giving a brief account of both of their
lives thus far, Robinson shared his impression of Wilkins taking photographs nearby:
My first picture of him, watching him at work (from a reasonably safe distance)
on the Hindenburg Line, was entrancing. Armed with his camera and eagerly
searching for a chance to photograph a bursting shell as close as possible to the
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point of impact, he kept diving and dancing like a courting cat on a tin roof. I was
enthralled by his courage and concentration.35

After reading the various eyewitness accounts, Simon Nasht sums up the extraordinary life
of Wilkins on the Western Front with the following:
Luck alone was not sufficient to stay alive in this place. Survival required an
unpredictable quality that few experienced, but which Wilkins believed saved
his life on many occasions. It was an intuition about danger, a kind of
premonition. They usually called it ‘Providence’ and the memoirs of the great
adventurers often claimed to have felt its presence touching them on the
shoulder ahead of some unseen danger, guiding them to safety. Wilkins
recognised this presence as something otherworldly, and it planted in him the
seeds of a deep spiritual awakening, a sense that if he was being protected then
it must be for a purpose. His faith was both unorthodox and quixotic, but
eventually deeply felt.36

Wilkins is still the only journalist to have received a Military Cross – let alone with a bar. The
aviator John Grierson, Wilkins’s first biographer, observed that Wilkins was more interested
in the bravery of those around him than his own.
Wilkins always maintained that, in the course of battle, he had often seen deeds
of the most supreme bravery and sacrifice going on totally unrecorded and
unacknowledged, simply because there was such a mix-up on the battlefield,
that afterwards no one could tell who had done what.37

The reluctance of Wilkins to highlight his own personal achievements over anyone else’s,
makes him greater than any of the deeds of heroism which earnt him such medals. While it
is almost certain that he often felt ‘called’ – or perhaps even ‘appointed’ – to do this or that,
he was never presumptuous or egotistical enough to talk openly about such an inner
knowing. While generally mum about his relationship with his God, Wilkins was certain that
he must follow his intuitions, or inner guidance, which seemed to emanate from the same
Greater Power’ or ‘Invisible Hand’ which he felt had saved him on so many occasions – and
went on saving him during his later exploring years.
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While this kind of speculation about what he thought and believed at this time is impossible
to prove, it is useful to explore such ponderable propositions. Indeed, it is valuable to think
deeply about them with an open mind, as it is all too easy to dismiss the subject of God
simply because such propositions do not fit into the fashionable and popular materialistic
paradigm which has been foisted on society by the clever new atheists – who do not
appreciate and do not want to acknowledge this aspect of Wilkins. To gloss over this aspect
of his life is to miss that which made the life of Wilkins so incredible and extraordinary.

As fascinating as the ‘survival’ of Wilkins was, Charles Bean noted a much bigger picture
than his ability to stay alive:
Wilkins’s boss, CEW Bean, was in no doubt concerning his assistant’s
fearlessness and character. He said you had not to live with him for a day to
discover that the increase in knowledge for the benefit of mankind was Wilkins’s
burning desire.38

The Great Race of 1919
The crew of the Blackburn Kangaroo faced death a few times during the London to Darwin
race in late 1919. In the following, Wilkins recounts his and his crew’s reactions after they
had lost all the oil in one engine and fully expected to crash in the Mediterranean.
It had been my experience on several occasions when confronted with what
seemed certain death, that the mind is calm, reflecting quietly on the
possibilities of post-human survival. And I was pleased to find out that this
position was exemplified in my companions. There was no laughter, no ribald
bluffing or whimpering. We said little to each other except to say, ‘Well, looks as
though we are in for it. No possible chance of escape. Old Smithy will certainly
win the prize and he is welcome to it’.39

In another account of the same event Wilkins added extra details and commentary which
offer an interesting perspective on such ‘close calls’ with death:
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It was interesting to sense my own feelings and observe the other men, when it
seemed doubtful that we would have more than a few hours to live. We knew
that when the plane struck the water it would surely sink. We had life-saving
suits, but there was no hope of swimming fifty miles, and little chance of being
picked up. There was not a boat of any kind in sight – nothing but blue water.
My thought was, ‘Well here goes. Only one more adventure, the big one.’ But
curiously enough, the plane kept going and maintained altitude, with only one
engine. I said a little prayer of thanks to the marvellous workmanship of those
Rolls-Royce mechanics. We came nearer and nearer to Crete. As we kept edging
along, past thirty miles, forty miles, fifty and then fifty-five, we all showed
increasing signs of fear. With a chance of survival, we all began to be afraid of
dying.40

When death seemed certain he and the crew felt calm and accepting, but when there
seemed to be a chance of survival they became more anxious and fearful, is an interesting
observation. It is even more interesting that Wilkins writes about it so candidly. He did not
seem to mind writing about the greatest mystery of life. Even in 1919, having just turned
thirty, he had become fascinated by death as a door into a new adventure: ‘the big one’.
Overall he has learned not to be too worried by it. Perhaps he saw so much death in the
Balkans and in World War I, that he was inured to it. In any case, they famously crashlanded on a muddy field in Crete, and were saved by a ditch from slamming into the stone
wall of a lunatic asylum.
None of us was hurt. Somebody snickered, and in a moment we were all halfparalysed with hysterical laughter.41

While the Blackburn Kangaroo was not badly damaged it was impossible to get new parts
and this saga was over. While the pilot, Valdemar Rendle, and probably the rest of the crew,
firmly believed that the plane was sabotaged, Wilkins never wrote about it or accused
anyone. As Peter FitzSimons often exclaims in his 2021 book The Incredible Wilkins: life for
Wilkins was always ‘Onwards!’42

Antarctica at last
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Wilkins was in Antarctica twice in the early 1920s: the first time he was with Dr John Cope –
widely recognised as the worst leader in polar history – and two young men. Wilkins
became their protector. What follows is a portion of a story which epitomises this trip, and
the Wilkinesque ability to save a situation. The first part of this story tells how they sailed
before the storm looking for whaling ships:
All day we sailed, and all night, without sighting a whaler. Just before dawn,
Cope and Lester fell asleep in the bow. The wind was increasing, and I realised
now was time to put on all sail if we were to keep ahead of the storm. So I
lashed the tiller, and hauled up the rest of the canvas. Suddenly a ‘willy’ of a
wind came down, almost capsized us, and the strain sprung the tiller.
I leaped astern and cut the lashings. Instantly the boat came broad to, half full of
water, I shouted to the others. Cope and Lester staggered up, dull with fatigue,
and began to bale. I had to hold the tiller on and managed to steer around the
projecting end of a glacier, but I could scarcely see ahead in the dim light, and
before I realised our danger, I had run the boat full steam into some submerged
rocks half a mile from shore. The side of the boat was stove in just at the
waterline and it filled quickly. In no time, we were standing in in icy water nearly
to our waists, putting as much of our heavy supplies as possible on a rock above
the water. We managed in this way to lighten the boat just enough so we could
bale it out and get off the rocks. After making hasty repairs with canvas and
strips of wood, we pushed the boat into deeper water and sailed out into the
wind – the only thing we could do. There was no hope of help or rescue on that
coast.
While one of us baled constantly, we averaged seventeen knots for seventy
miles, running before the storm, all the while on the anxious look out for
whalers. Our only chance was to find one, for without supplies and in that
weather, we couldn’t survive for long.
Sailing at this terrific speed, we shot past a point of the deeply indented coast
and, looking back, we saw a whaling boat anchored about two miles behind us
in a cove. But we couldn’t turn back, for in that badly leaking boat we couldn’t
sail against the wind. The high cliffs cut off our glimpse of the whaler almost
immediately. There was a steep ice cliff to our windward side against which the
waves were breaking in tremendous fury, sending spray shooting into the air.

23
We saw we were going to smash into the cliff in spite of all we could do, and we
even forgot the whaler in our anxiety to keep off that cliff.
As we drove closer and closer to the ice wall, I could see no way to escape it, but
I also saw no use sailing into it at high speed. Releasing the tiller for a moment I
moved forward and with my sheath knife slashed the falls. The sail came down
on top of me and I was half-smothered for a moment. I don’t know why the
boat did not capsize in the waves, but a well-built whale boat is about the
steadiest craft in a heavy sea. Our boat, even without the sail, rolled and twisted
like a thing alive. I think sometimes as I look back on it, that the boat must have
been alive, or else some mysterious hand was guiding it, but I realise the guiding
physical influence actually was the current. When we were within a few yards of
the ice cliffs, amid the deafening roar of the crashing waves, I was amazed to
see that we were making some headway past them, not drifting broadside
towards them.
Fortunately, the watchman on the whaler had seen us flash past the point and
calling up the crew of the ship’s motor launch, he sent it after us. Never have I
seen a more welcome sight. The motorboat crew reached us not a moment too
soon.43

Reflecting on this experience elsewhere, Wilkins recalled this moment of intense physical
action, emotional drama, and spiritual suspense in the following way:
I grew quite calm awaiting whatever was in store. It is during such moments we
sense a nearness of some outside control, some mysterious something that is
guiding our fate. I was as sure as I was sitting there that we would escape.44

Where does such surety or inner-knowing come from? To answer, ‘from God’, is somehow
unsatisfying thanks to our endemic materialist perspective. To answer this question more
specifically, with a statement such as: ‘from a guardian angel’, is almost laughable. Angels
are not in vogue at present, except amongst a colourful band of true-believing, New Age
Angelologists, whose writings are not easy to take very seriously. However, this angelanswer to my question deserves more attention than it would get from the mainly atheistic
scientists of today, whose main response to such a suggestion is simply derision. Books such
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as The Physics of Angels take this possibility seriously and picks up where Wilkins left off.
While Wilkins never spoke openly about angels, his experience, and the later teachings he
studied, makes it certain that he believed in them – but probably without wings.45

Living in London
Wilkins, like anyone, can be seen through many lenses. Friends provide a special insight. Dr
Arthur Joyce, staying with Wilkins at the Australian Officers Club in London just before
Wilkins left with Shackleton on the Quest, remembers Wilkins in this way:
He was a man who always had high ideals and was not capable of doing
anything that was not right. George was not a person to talk about himself or
the things he did, although he spoke about the things he was going to do. I knew
him fairly well for three months before I knew he had been to the Arctic. When
he did mention it, however, he spoke quite freely about life there and how
much he enjoyed it and the fact that the war had been on for some time before
he knew anything about it. He liked the life there and he was quite content to
live on the country and what he caught in way of fish and seal. He enjoyed seal
meat.
Although George was quite at home in the Arctic, when he was in London he
enjoyed the good things of life. He was a connoisseur of good food and good
wine. The night before he went south with Shackleton we had a farewell dinner,
just the two of us, and George arranged the menu. We went to a Chinese
restaurant in Piccadilly. I have never had such an experience before or since. We
started dinner at about 7 o’clock and finished about 11 o’clock. He ordered
innumerable dishes, a half a portion of each between two. We had great fun
over this dinner, and he was most enthusiastic about each course and the wine
which was served.
Another thing that George liked was the parties at the Chelsea Arts Club. Many
of these were fancy dress and George like to dress in the early Victorian men’s
style, that is, floral waistcoat and high collared coat, etc. I don’t know where
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they came from, but he always seemed to appear in that garb. When he was not
exploring, he really enjoyed these parties.
He had a lot of friends amongst the artists including Fred Leist, Will Dyson, the
cartoonist, Henry Poole, A.R.A. [Australian Regular Army], the sculptor, Jennings
the sculptor, Algernon Talmadge, George Lambert. R.A., Arthur Hogg who used
to do mezzotints, Derwent Wood and several others.
I don’t want you to think that George spent all his time in London in frivolous
pleasure, but as I was working hard all day at the Westminster Ophthalmic
Hospital, we seemed to forgather in our lighter moments. George was really
very serious minded, but I mention these highlights to show that he did like fun
as well, and he knew how to play as well as work. He could be light-hearted and
gay as well as hardworking and serious.46

Shackleton and Wilkins
There has not been a lot written in recent years about the spirituality of Shackleton. Writers
tend to steer away from this inner side of such heroes. Wilkins shares a number of traits
with Shackleton; for instance, from boyhood both wanted freedom from the fetters of their
father’s formulaic belief system. They were both keen to move beyond the beliefs of their
parents, to take hold of a free-form style of faith which they felt would guide them through
the unknown, unchartered, ice-strewn paths of life – particularly when they became
explorers. Neither would they be stunted by dogmas which outlawed creative thinking. They
both stepped away from the safety of conformity, orthodoxy and the group-think of
mainstream civilisation – these were not hegemonically inclined people.

The description of the dissatisfied sixteen-year-old Shackleton, which the journalist Harold
Begbie records in Shackleton: A Memory, could also apply to Wilkins as a youth:
His whole nature was clamouring for adventure, but wherever he looked the
social signposts pointed to uneventfulness and a pension at sixty. ‘Safety First’
did not ring an imperative echo in his mind. There was one way only which
promised satisfaction, and Browning seemed to nudge him towards that
uncharted way. Over the fence of authority and far away from the smooth roads
46
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of orthodoxy lay the great sea of adventure. To slip over that fence was to find
freedom, fresh air, and space to rove.47

Shackleton was a spiritual mentor to Wilkins as well as being ‘the Boss’ of the Quest, where
Wilkins served as chief scientist. While being acutely aware of Shackleton’s faults, especially
regarding his lack of real interest in science, Wilkins was inspired by this man’s leadership,
his poetry, and his remarkable, unorthodox, and rarely spoken about, faith in God. Begbie
relates the following:
In South he [Shackleton] sums it up in this fashion: ‘We had pierced the veneer
of outside things. We had “suffered starved and triumphed, grovelled down yet
grasped at glory, grown bigger in the bigness of the whole.” We had seen God in
His splendours, heard the text that Nature renders. We had reached the naked
soul of man’.48

Wilkins and Shackleton had much in common in this ‘soul-world’, and so the quotes by
Shackleton in Begbie’s book are particularly useful. They unpack personal and informal
responses to important questions related to the feelings about the power of nature which
Shackleton, Tom Crean, and Frank Worsley experienced on their journey across the
mountains of South Georgia to save their comrades on Elephant Island. Here, ‘Nature’,
‘Providence’, ‘Something’, and ‘Power’ are spoken about as proper nouns. The discussion of
such mysteries comes to a sudden end when Begbie asks a question about a subject which
Shackleton steadfastly refused to write or speak about in the public domain:
How did life feel to them out there?
‘Oh, it just felt,’ he told me, ‘as if that was the real thing. It was life without the
trappings of civilisation. In our minds we had Shakespeare’s sonnets, Browning’s
poems, verses from the Bible, and memories of home; we weren’t savages, but
the world about us, that wild, savage, white world, seemed to us much more
real than civilisation. We were conscious of tremendous forces all around us.
Nature was not walled out; rather we were walled in. In a civilised country
Nature is seldom visible or audible; her activities, at any rate, are not obtrusive;
but with us there was nothing at all except those activities. It is a humbling
47
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experience to listen to ice-pressures and to watch the visible world breaking up
all around one. The forces of nature are so terrific that no scientific explanation
of their action ever quite gives one a satisfying sense of their origin.’
‘But even when they are merciless and indifferent,’ I asked, ‘do you still feel that
there is Something above, a real Providence?’
‘Always.’
‘Your faith in an intelligent universe never shook on the ice-fields or in the
mountains of South Georgia?’‘
We were all conscious of a Power that informed the whole living world.’
In your book you speak of a Fourth presence.’
He nodded his head.
‘Do you care to speak about that?’
At once he was restless and ill at ease.
‘No,’ he said; ‘none of us cares to speak about that.’ Then with energy:
‘There are some things which never can be spoken of. Almost to hint about
them comes perilously close to sacrilege. This experience was eminently one of
those things.49

At a certain point, a deeply personal spiritual experience becomes sacrosanct. Perhaps the
feeling is that it is better not to detail such experiences lest an episode regarded as
somewhat miraculous be ridiculed by those who have no understanding of, or interest in,
such things.

The Quest
Shackleton died in South Georgia during the voyage of the Quest. After burying him, the
crew decided to carry on trying to fulfil the plan of the Boss had been outlining as they
went: namely the circumnavigation of Antarctica. However, they soon became icebound,
and the boat was in danger of being crushed. Those of the crew who had previously served
on the Endurance were concerned about a repeat performance. To make matters worse, a
giant iceberg appeared over the horizon – several kilometres long and sixty metres high, and
49
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it was headed straight for them. The Quest had been lifted and tilted on her side as the ice
piled up in giant pressure ridges around them, preventing any possible escape in the
lifeboats. Wilkins was sure the ship was doomed: ‘We had all we could do to keep our
footing on the sloping side of the ship and clung to the bulwarks and rigging as we watched
the big berg approach.’50 The ice crunched about them. The wall of this iceberg soon
loomed high above them, until for an unaccountable reason, it altered course and swung
slowly away. ‘Wilkins likened it to some mighty unseen hand taking control’.51 In the
iceberg’s wake was open water. The Quest was slid on its keel and hauled by ropes into the
open lane left by the iceberg where they made their getaway. Again, Wilkins describes what
most would simply call a ‘lucky escape’, as something more mysterious and miraculous –
perhaps even orchestrated by a guardian angel.52

Douglas Jeffrey, the Quest’s navigator and meteorologist, was interviewed by the New York
Times in 1928, soon after the momentous flight Wilkins and Eielson made across the Arctic
Ocean. Jeffrey’s account provides an insight into the relationship between Wilkins and
Shackleton:
I first met Wilkins when he joined the Shackleton expedition. He came along
principally, I believe, because of his fondness for Shackleton, whom he had
known for a considerable time. It happened to be my duty to inform him of Sir
Ernest’s death. Wilkins had been ashore doing some investigation at South
Georgia. He was much broken up by the news.53

Jeffrey recounts number of stories about Wilkins, such as his idea to bring a plane on the
expedition (which did not eventuate); his plan of establishing a chain of meteorological
stations around the Arctic Ocean, and on the Antarctic Continent; and his near scrapes with
death. All this is interesting, but Jefferies also comments on issues which concern another
dimension of Wilkins’s life. He suggests that Wilkins had some control of his body
temperature. This makes sense, because it is highly likely that Wilkins was practicing some
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form of yoga.54 Recalling a planned rendezvous at an island where Wilkins had been working
alone, Jeffrey comments:
Wilkie, as we called him, was always entirely capable of and perfectly well able
to take care of himself. Once he was ashore on the south end of South Georgia
working alone. The Quest left the harbour and sailed down the coast to pick him
up. We reached the small bay where we had made a rendezvous, but there was
no sign of Wilkins. As a matter of fact, we were a little early for the rendezvous.
But while we were laying to, we saw him coming in sight. He was paddling
himself in a little Arctic kayak that he had brought south with him – and he
hadn’t taken the time to get really dressed. His arms and legs were bare, and he
had most of his frigid weather duffle in the bottom of the kayak. The cold
weather didn’t seem to bother him.55

This 1928 New York Times interview with Jeffrey also recorded a story related to the
unusual psychic abilities of ‘Wilkie’:
One extraordinary fact about Wilkins was that he seemed to be, and regarded
himself as, a natural receiver of radio. We tested it out more than once, and it
seemed to work. He could be far away from the radio room and pick up the
messages as they came over the receiving sets inside the room. I’ve heard of
this quality in people before, but only saw it in his case, and then he could work
it only occasionally.56

As the naturalist on Shackleton-Rowett Expedition Wilkins wrote 72,000 words in his diaries
about his collecting for the British Museum. Recently digitised and transcribed, the diaries
reveal a remarkable work ethic, and a few special moments where compassion overruled
the cold science of ‘collecting’ specimens by killing them:
On the way home at dusk I had a grey headed mollymawk that was sitting
beside me making love to its mate. They allowed me to come quite close – it
was necessary too for I only had the 20 gauge collecting jar. The one I shot rolled
54
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down the bank. I walked to see if the other one would come back for I wanted
the pair. The mate flew a few yards distant, and then came weeping back to look
for its companion. It saw it lying there and it swept back and forth quite close to
it, looking constantly at it all the while. For two minutes or more it flew back and
forth, then settled beside the dead bird. It pushed its head about with its bill and
walked round about wondering and amazed at the position it was in. There was
no blood showing for the shot were small. Two or three times the bird stood
beside its mate, pushed it slightly with its bill, flew off and turned around as if
surprised that it did not follow, then, after cackling one or twice would land
beside the dead bird and repeat the performance. The expression that one
could see was one of more and more anguish than surprise; then in a final effort
to rouse its mate it flew to the nest and fluttered and squawked in a most pitiful
manner. I felt like a murderer, and had a mind to give up the whole business of
bird collecting, but then decided it must be done, so I shot the remaining bird
almost with my eyes shut praying to some unknown power to forgive me, and
hoping that if there is such a thing as a Valhalla for birds that these two would
go to it. They are beautiful birds…57

While Wilkins was clearly sad, the British Museum was very happy with the collection.

Caring for Oscar
Soon after he was back in London, late in 1922, he was asked to go to Russia to film the
famine relief work being done by the Society of Friends (a.k.a. Quakers). There are many
interesting stories about this trip that have been told in the modern biographies, but the
following story is only recorded in the out-of-print Grierson biography. It is well worth
telling, for it details a compassionate caring side of Wilkins, which is hardly known:
Wilkins had completed all the photography needed for the Quaker film, when in
the spring of 1923 he received a telegram from the British Museum, asking him
to undertake the leadership of an expedition to Northern Australia. He therefore
packed his bags and cameras for the long journey to England. When about to
join the train at Buzuluk, he was approached by the local commandant of the
relief organisation to ask if he could help with a very sticky problem. One of the
English volunteers, after seeing the sights of the appalling misery and famine
57
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amongst the local inhabitants, had broken down and more or less gone off his
head. They therefore wanted to send the chap, whose name was Oscar, home,
but the question was, how? The commandant had heard something about
Wilkins’s background as an explorer and his reputation for dealing with
awkward situations, and he wondered if he could be persuaded to take the
madman under his wing on the return to England. George did not commit
himself at once, until he had a chance to examine the man. Under favourable
conditions the journey was liable to last a week, and the responsibility of
conducting a lunatic throughout this period was not lightly to be undertaken.

Wilkins had already dealt with unbalanced people during the two wars he had filmed; now
he was confronted with a challenge which he undertook for purely altruistic reasons. It was
another slender thread which contributed to his growth as a person; and it is a chapter all
but forgotten in the light of his many accomplishments:
He found the poor fellow raving in his bed and started to talk to him quietly and
patiently. Rather like a nurse telling a child fairy stories, George tried to interest
the patient not by making up fiction, but by telling him some of the scrapes he
personally had come through. This seemed to have a calming influence, and the
interruptions became less. Now Oscar was listening in rapt attention as he heard
of Wilkins’s early trek as a prisoner of the arms smugglers in Algeria, how he
handled the mutinous crew in northern Canada, Wilkins’s hand-to-hand fight
with a polar bear – until suddenly he burst out. ‘Why, you are much crazier than
I: you are the one who ought to be strapped to this bed!’ George could not help
liking the fellow and decided he would try and handle him; from that moment
on he agreed to be Oscar’s escort.
The journey proved, as indeed it was expected, a most frightful ordeal. For
safety’s sake, Wilkins had Oscar handcuffed to his arm, so escape was
impossible, but the vigil had to go on relentlessly, night and day. Every time the
train came to a station and they saw the dead and dying (four million Russians
died of hunger and disease), Oscar would go stark mad, foaming at the mouth
and lashing out in a complete frenzy. Again and again Wilkins would soothe him
with some diverting story and so they went on until the Polish frontier was
reached. Here they found that none of the officials could read their papers, and
not wishing to be embarrassed by a lunatic, refused them entry. Back they went
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to Minsk too try and obtain a form of clearance from Moscow that the Poles
could understand. But the Russians insisted that their papers were in order, and
packed them off to the Polish frontier again. And again the Poles refused them
entry. The only thing George could do now was to return to Minsk, or perhaps
even Moscow, to try and get diplomatic representations made to the Polish
Government to insist that he and his ward be granted transit rights.
All this time, Wilkins, shackled to his charge, never had a moment’s sleep. The
journey was just one long nightmare. They arrived in Minsk and all the better
hotels were full. The only one that would take them was a third-class flea-ridden
bug hutch. There was absolutely no alternative. As was to be expected the place
was crawling with lice, and during the night Oscar was bitten and infected with a
typhus bug. How Wilkins escaped was miraculous, but he had very tough skin.
Now no amount of care could save Oscar, though George stayed and tried to
comfort him to the very end, he was dead in four days.58

Wilkins was soon in London organising the first expedition he would command. His work as
a naturalist and his experience as the head of the scientific party on the Quest made him the
perfect candidate to lead an expedition.

An Australian Expedition
Wilkins did not plan many of the changes of direction in his life – most of them happened to
him. While Wilkins was away in Russia his specimens and field notes from the Quest had
been evaluated by professional botanists and ornithologists at the British Museum. They
were extremely impressed. Without competing for the job, he was commissioned as the
leader of a collecting expedition in tropical northeastern Australia – lasting from 1923 to
1925. It was to be soul-shaping in many ways. His description of Cape Grenville, an eastfacing promontory on Cape York Peninsular, reveals a Wilkinsonian romanticism. It is
remarkable that he included what can only be called a spiritual experience in his book about
the expedition. Not dissimilar to the reverie he experienced in Seward after being in the
Arctic, Wilkins is perhaps becoming more accustomed to the kind of cosmic consciousness
which Bucke detailed:
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Some glades, carpeted with wild oats and thick blady grass with a few
wildflowers here and there, were almost completely circled by bush covered
hills, and in the glades, the trees were spaced as if by some skilled artist. The
waving grass, the flowers with the sun shining on them in golden patches, and
the small butterflies and clear winged insects flying here and there, made these
places fairylands.
I wanted to fling away my gun and civilised paraphernalia and with dress of
leaves dance to the music of the woods; I wanted to linger and look for elves
and gnomes and listen to the few birds in the trees: birds that, like myself, had
left the jumble and bustle of crowded parts and sought the pleasures of
comparative solitude.59

It has been said that there is a little bit of hippie in all of us; in some too much, but in most
not enough. There was enough hippie in Wilkins to revel in pristine nature – and to
experience something of a Golden World beyond what we see in our ‘ordinary’ state of
mind. But he was there to do a job. He shook himself out of his reverie:
It was a pleasant area to dream in, but duty called: we were there to obtain
things and bring them back for others to see, not to muse and satisfy our own
desires.60

It is only fair when assessing the contributions Wilkins made as an explorer, adventurer,
ornithologist, naturalist, photographer, engineer, meteorologist, expedition leader, and
religious philosopher, to recognise that he was a diligent, efficient, honest, and a faithful
practitioner of any of the disciplines or projects in which he was engaged. On 24 October
1925, the Director of the British Museum, Sir Sydney Harmer, delivered a report to the
Museum’s trustees in which he praised the outcome, effort, economy, management, and
the general modus operandi of Wilkins:
More than 5000 specimens had been collected, many in very inaccessible
regions, and the material gained was of great scientific value; a certain number
of new species had been found, and one of the most important achievements of
the expeditions had been that it supplied a large amount of material with
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definite localities. It may be observed that specimens without exact localities
have little scientific interest, and it is in just these important particulars that
bygone collectors were apt to be careless. How well Captain Wilkins considered
the Museum is shown by the fact that he spent on the expedition two years and
a half – six months more than had been designated – the entire cost exceeded
the estimate by only ten pounds. Seldom has an exploration expedition been
managed with such economy and carried out so exactly to plan.

This excerpt reveals that while Wilkins was able to dream big, he could also budget small.
Although he may have danced with pixies, he could also make an accountant happy. While
Wilkins likely prayed for assistance and guidance in the daily affairs of his life, he would have
only spoken about this with people who had similar interests in the spiritual life. Wilkins was
never a superstitious mystic. Later in life he read of the dangers of overdoing mysticism,
ecstasy and inspiration in The Urantia Book.
Mysticism, as the technique of the cultivation of the consciousness of the
presence of God, is altogether praiseworthy, but when such practices lead to
social isolation and culminate in religious fanaticism, they are all but
reprehensible… The great religious teachers and the prophets of past ages were
not extreme mystics. They were God-knowing men and women who best served
their God by unselfish ministry to their fellow mortals... Religious persons must
not regard every vivid psychologic presentiment and every intense emotional
experience as a divine revelation or a spiritual communication. Genuine spiritual
ecstasy is usually associated with great outward calmness and almost perfect
emotional control.61

He must have smiled when he read this, for he had already come to terms with many of
challenges involved in the potentially ‘flaky’ aspects of religious experience.

Wilkins and the ‘Can-Do’ country
Wilkins was based in the US from the second half of the 1920s working on expeditions to
explore the Arctic Ocean. While appreciating the North American can-do-culture and the goahead ‘make-it-happen’ spirit of its people, Wilkins found the American razzmatazz
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abhorrent. The way he wrote about a publicity tour connected with the first expedition
reveals how shallow he saw such publicity rallies:
For three weeks before we started there had been a whirlwind campaign for
funds, a round of public lunches, dinners, banquets, and speeches – an orgy of
publicity that would have surfeited a moving picture star. I would not have
believed it possible that I could withstand the humiliation of accepting a
luncheon in my honour, and then and there plead for money. The greatest
hardship I have ever suffered, and the most trying ordeal I have ever
undertaken, was to address from time to time an audience of harassed
businessmen on a subject in which they had not the slightest interest nor
understanding, and then stand while some raucous-voiced, high pressure
salesman sold my photograph or my autograph for a hundred, fifty, twenty, five
dollars, fifty cents, or what have you. I still shudder when I think of it. No one
except myself seemed to mind, and even those who were gypped a hundred
dollars for my signature scribbled on a photograph, laughed it off. 62

Being a naturally quiet and sensitive person, Wilkins never really became accustomed to the
American way of doing things, but he did appreciate their motivation and goodwill,
something he was keen to reiterate lest he be seen as ungrateful:
All these things were done to help the expedition. I am sure that not one of our
associates could have been more helpful, kindly, earnest and generous. It was
the manner, not the spirit of helpfulness that was strange to me. … Everything
was arranged for our comfort, convenience, and entertainment, just as if we
were important heroes freshly returned from some new conquest, instead of
men anxious and earnest in our desire for an opportunity to do something we
believed to be of value.63

At Fairbanks, where a plane was being tested for the first expedition, a young and extremely
well-liked journalist, Palmer Hutchison, inadvertently walked into the invisible spinning
propellers. It was a horrific accident that had a major effect upon the local community and
the members of the expedition. While Wilkins saw this young man’s death as a tragedy, he
did not want it to deter his crew from continuing the project.
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Having seen thousands of people die in two wars, death was simply part of the scenery of
his life. Accidents were bound to happen. Wilkins later commented on the effect of this
fatality on the expedition, and his renewed resolve to face this tragedy with positive resolve:
Until that time everything had gone splendidly with the expedition. We were on
scheduled time, our machines seemed to be perfect, our supplies were all in
readiness, and we looked forward to a successful operation. Hutchison’s death
seemed to throw a blight on the whole performance. Some of the men became
dispirited, but a few of us realized that now, more than ever, should our efforts
be untiring and eventually successful, our operation had brought about the
death of one of our number. We must atone by making our success a
monument to his memory.64

This first expedition saw two crashes with significant damage to their machines. The second
expedition (1927) included a miraculous landing at night and a thirteen-day walk back from
‘the land of never come home’.65 Wilkins knew as much about the complex survival
techniques as any white man alive. His time with the First Nation people of the area
thirteen-years earlier, during the thousands of miles he trekked and dog sledded on the
Canadian Arctic Expedition with Stefansson, almost certainly saved them. He had learnt that
exploration in the Arctic is not achieved by the gung-ho actions of the extrovert ‘doer’, but is
accomplished through the meticulous mindfulness in attending to details – something more
likely to be acted upon by an introvert ‘thinker’ like Wilkins:
Each night and morning we went through the process, strictly necessary for
comfort in Arctic travel, of turning scraping, cleaning and caring for our
footwear…
The boots must be turned inside out, beaten and scraped; socks beaten, turned
and rubbed, then slung about the chest and under the arms to dry. Cleaning
boots and insoles is a cold-fingered job, and drying socks on one’s bosom is not
exactly a pleasant pastime, but care of clothing is the most essential part of the
day’s work during Arctic travel.66
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The character of Wilkins is again seen in his writing about the nerve-racking take-off with a
full load of fuel on the day he and Eielson flew the Arctic Ocean. We can also note his praise
of others and appreciation of a ‘higher power’. The Chapter is titled ‘Prayer of Thanksgiving’;
it is a rather interesting piece of writing that includes pragmatic technical information with
dialogue, and the zoomorphising and feminising of his flying machine:
I climbed into the navigator’s cabin and shouted, ‘Let’s go!’ to Eielson. The Eskimo
men yawed the tail of the machine and we slid off the boards we had placed under
the skis to prevent them from freezing to the snow. Away we went quickly gathering
speed as we passed down the runway. The floor of the track was slightly undulating
and as our speed increased Eielson had a difficult task to keep the fast-moving plane
within a width of fourteen feet. Thirty, forty, fifty miles an hour, we gathered speed
as we progressed, the machine behaving like a proud horse tugging at a load. From
the cabin window I could see the tail planes swaying and missing by no more than a
foot first one bank and then the other. I marvelled at Eielson’s skill and courage. An
error of a few pounds pressure on the rudder, a swing of a few inches one way or the
other and we would have hurtled into the snow bank, our skis would have buried
themselves beneath the blocks we had thrown from the runway and disaster would
surely have followed. Eielson kept his nerve. I prayed. Sixty, seventy miles an hour.
We lifted, swung sickeningly, touched the ice again—then soared smoothly into free
air. Never has there been a more fervent prayer of thanksgiving than the one I
uttered. Our greatest danger had passed. The regular hum of the engine assured me
all was well with it. The machine climbed beautifully – no squashing along with tail
down to give one the feeling that at any moment she might drop plummet-wise to
destruction. No! No! She was a thing of life; buoyantly swinging out in a manner true
and straight, seemingly matching her will with ours. I thanked God for the
understanding of the man who designed her; for the honest, conscientious men who
built her, and for the skill sand wisdom of the man at the controls. I was conscious of
the great privilege of guiding her on her course.67

1930s: The Nautilus and a reliance on faith
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The Nautilus expedition has perhaps become the best known of Wilkins’s accomplishments,
partly because it was so far ahead of its time and so gob-smackingly audacious. Much could
be said about whether he should or should not have continued the expedition for as long as
he did. Most authors and modern submariners think he made a poor decision not to turn
back earlier. However, these commentators overlook an element that can only be described
as his reliance on faith – a knowing that he should go on until he knew he shouldn’t; as
Simon Nasht observes: ‘Once again he felt a hand guiding him towards a predetermined
fate.’68 Life, and decision making, includes an intuitive gut-feeling dimension which is not
easy to explain, but still very real in the lives of most people, even in this secular age.

When we understand the connection which Wilkins may have felt with his possible ancestor
Bishop Wilkins, the following statement about this expedition – and continuing it to achieve
at least some useful results – makes more sense:
It was the stern relentless dominating force of mysterious nature that fashioned
the thoughts which later controlled my destiny and brought me to the point of
undertaking what many considered the most foolhardy of risks – a journey by
submarine beneath the Arctic seas.69

Wilkins was not one to justify himself. While reflective, his life was always ‘Onwards!’
John Grierson sums up the Nautilus expedition in this useful way:
He did not publish nearly so much about himself as his intensively active life
deserved. For instance, having written a book about what he intended to do
with his submarine the Nautilus, he never wrote another to say what he had
done, and thereby allowed many misconceptions to go unchecked. From the
description of Sverdrup, the distinguished Norwegian scientist, it is evident that
if failure was the word, this expedition would rank as one of the epic failures of
Arctic exploration. Throughout the ages, great failures such as these have been
the milestones marking man’s endeavours in polar regions, just as clearly as his
triumphs and successes.

Grierson emphasised his point with a quote from Wilkins, who makes a rather Zen point:
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Wilkins’s challenge was the challenge of the pioneer. ‘I give my idea, I contribute my
endeavour, nothing more and nothing less. Results and success, if they come my
way, may bring joy, but on my horizon, they signify nothing’. Father of flying in the
Arctic and Antarctic, pioneer of submarine Arctic exploration, Wilkins, in all his
varied work, scored incidentally far more successes than failures.70
The so-called ‘failure’ of the Nautilus to achieve the aims outlined in this book, drew on the
inner resources of Wilkins – the qualities which CEW Bean referred to when just before
World War II he suggested that Wilkins lived up to every line in the poem ‘If’ by Rudyard
Kipling. In relation to the Nautilus these lines are particularly relevant:
If you can bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,
Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken,
And stoop and build ‘em up with worn-out tools

Wilkins must have found life quite difficult on returning from the Nautilus expedition. He
was broke, having put almost all of his own money into the venture. Most of the planned
lectures were cancelled.

Having led his own expeditions, Wilkins now loyally assisted Lincoln Ellsworth with his
project to be the first to fly across the Antarctic continent. As second in charge, Wilkins was
the manager and enabler of four Antarctic Expeditions for Lincoln Ellsworth. During this
time Wilkins quietly continued his own spiritual journey – as the long list of titles in his
personal library reveals. During this period Wilkins occasionally revealed something of this
spiritual life to others; however, the scope of his religious interests cannot be easily
assessed. What is clear is that Sir Hubert was genuinely sympathetic to those he met with
religious convictions, not hiding his enthusiasm when the subject was broached. For
instance, in September 1933, when two prominent Mormon leaders in South Africa were
shown over the Wyatt Earp, the expedition ship, one of them subsequently wrote:
Sir Hubert Wilkins shook our hands vigorously and again thanked President
Dalton for the Book of Mormon and the literature. As we were leaving the ship
President Dalton said, ‘I hope that your trip will be a success and I am going to
70
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pray for you.’ Wilkins’s face took on a new light and he said, ‘I pray, and I believe
in prayer because it helps me to guard against danger. I will be most grateful if
you will remember me in your prayers’71

A letter to Suzanne written on 2 September 1934 details a visit to a Christian Spiritualist
Church in Dunedin, New Zealand. The letter suggests that he had already made occasional
visits to such Spiritualist Churches:
I have just come from church – a Spiritualist Church. Just a little place in Dunedin
and there were only about thirty people there. After the usual service a medium
went to the platform … she gave me messages coincidentally from the same old
man I think I told you I had described to me by a Spiritualist in London some five
or six years ago: an old man with a beard. The medium said she could see a
sparkling cross above my head and a blazing square about me. Many spirits
were standing near all willing and eager to help.
… She also described one, more or less like Eielson, whom she said placed his
hand on my shoulder and encouraged me to go on. She described him as
wearing an Eskimo parka – although she did not know the name of the garment,
she said that the man himself was a noble person. My mother, she said, was also
there and said that while she knew I was not following the work she planned,
she wanted me to be a minister,72 she realised I could do more good if I went
earnestly ahead and did what I was trying to do.
As usual, the medium said that I knew as well as she did and far better than
most people what was going on around me in this world as well as in the
spiritual world, and that from within my own self, with the help of God, I could
accomplish my desires. This was all given in an ordinary conversational tone in
front of the whole congregation and a good deal more too most of which I could
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not plainly hear… You should go to one of the Spiritualist Churches some time
and see if a message comes through for you.73

Wilkins had gone to séances with Sir Arthur Conan Doyle during, and probably directly after,
the First World War. He certainly showed Doyle around the Western Front.74 The attitude
Wilkins had towards spiritualism, and especially the making of personal predictions, was
qualified. Wilkins was not the gullible ‘true-believer’ type. In the early 1940s he explained
his position this way:
Through an association with Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, I had some little experience
with ‘spirit’ demonstrations and clairvoyance, but I was not much interested in
these phenomena. But I was interested in the possibility of dependable and
willed thought transference from one living individual to another.
I could give many records of astonishing predictions fitting exactly the
happenings of my expeditions, but I am not particularly interested in those
things which savour of clairvoyance or modern prophecy. These are phenomena
which were not admitted by those from whom I received my early training – in
spite of the fact that these very people were deeply religious and admitted the
genuineness of the prophecies detailed in the Holy Bible.75

The following reflective prose of Lars Olsen, written more than twenty years after being
with Wilkins in the Antarctic, shares something of his feelings about Wilkins as his hero and
personal exemplar:
I was lying there in the great white wilderness, under the Southern Cross, but
not alone, as while Sir Hubert was around there was always such a feeling of
security. I raised myself up on my elbow and looked at the great explorer sound
asleep, with his face relaxed and at peace. I saw too by the light of the little
petrol lamp, that [other members in the tent] had already followed the example
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of the ‘King of the Arctic’, and I reckoned that there was no reason for me to lie
awake.76

The above reveals the impact a mentor can have on a young person. Olsen was hired by
Wilkins as a nineteen-year-old. Referring to the 1934–35 expedition on the Wyatt Earp,
Olsen reflected on Sir Hubert’s leadership style:
On 18 January [1935], Sir Hubert Wilkins called us together for a conference. He
was a wonderful leader, and never made decisions without giving us the
opportunity either of making suggestions, or of declining to undertake tasks if
we felt unable to carry them out. But I think most of us trusted Sir Hubert so
implicitly that we gladly followed his ideas. Accordingly, when he told us of the
plan which he had been formulating in his mind, we listened eagerly.77

Writing about a winter in Dunedin, New Zealand, Olsen recalls an incident which shows that
Wilkins was open to ideas from even the most junior member of the crew. Olsen had just
finished maintenance work on the Wyatt Earp:
It was during those days of relaxation that my attention was drawn to divers
who were working from a jetty. I crossed over to find what they were doing.
Apparently, their task was to prepare low exits for new sewage pipes, so that
the contents thrown out would sink, and not pollute the harbour. One day they
took with them very large quantity of dynamite. A great explosion sent tons of
water up in the air, forming a giant water spout. I reckoned that if dynamite
could not only remove submerged rocks but send so much water upwards, then
it might also be of service to us, should we find ourselves encased in the ice on
our next attempt in the Arctic. I decided therefore to make the suggestion to Sir
Hubert Wilkins on his return.
I did not have to wait long, for it was Sir Hubert himself who was first to come
back. When I told him of my idea, he at once agreed to accompany me to the
scene of activities on the other side of the harbour. While we were there, we
witnessed the last of the underwater blastings, after which the giant pipes were
lowered into the water. Sir Hubert turned to me and instructed me to add halfa-ton of dynamite to the equipment list. Commending me for my idea he added,
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‘Now I have another suggestion. After dynamite, write COMPLETE DIVING
OUTFIT.’‘I asked who would be the diver and was taken aback at his reply:
‘Myself, if no one else volunteers.’78

Wilkins was prepared to do whatever was needed to get a job done; he had quiet
confidence in his ability to undertake almost anything. He had possibly done some diving in
the Caribbean while he was filmmaking in 1912, but even if he hadn’t, he simply knew he
could do it if no one else was capable, for he had watched one of the world’s best divers –
Frank Crilly – on the Nautilus expedition.

Olsen captures surprising and personal moments involving his mentor, moments which tell
us something about Wilkins that biographers naturally miss – because they were not on an
expedition with him. Olsen writes at length about the qualities and character of his mentor;
also sharing something of his feelings about his hero in a rather touching way:
Sir Hubert Wilkins was an extremely taciturn man, and therefore on the rare
occasions when he did talk, it was always worth listening to him. In many ways,
he reminded me of my conception of Jules Verne. As we lay there resting in the
tent that night for the first time, he mentioned the submarine Nautilus…

After describing some of the failures of equipment, he tells us something of what Wilkins
thought about that expedition, his philosophy as it related to exploration in general, and his
advice for future explorers:
Although he had to abandon the venture, he regarded the attempt he had made
as having been worthwhile, and told us that sometime, someone else, with
financial backing, would succeed in carrying out the project. His philosophy was
that every person had ideas which appeared crazy to others, and while they
might be laughed at and brushed aside at the time, someone else was sure to
bring it forth as his own idea and be given the chance to carry it out. He was
sure that if he had been given government backing – especially if he could have
been able to obtain it by dangling the bait of potential power – he could have
had all the necessary equipment, and could have achieved a great deal more in
1931, as well as piercing the ice cap. Before he bade us goodnight and dropped
off to sleep, he gave me a piece of advice which should be followed by all
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aspiring explorers: ‘Remember, Magnus, you will never gain anything without
either personal wealth or government backing’.

By this time Wilkins had become aware that he would not try again to run an expedition
himself. He was taking his own advice; and this meant far less stress and personal space to
explore issues related to ‘mindal development’ (a term he used), and spiritual growth.

Levanevsky and telepathy
In late 1937, between Antarctic expeditions with Ellsworth, Wilkins was asked by the
Russians to lead a search for their missing aviators led by flyer Sigmund Levanevsky. 79 The
publicity revived Wilkins’s celebrity status. When such publicity was mixed with his job for
Ellsworth, the latter became annoyed: ‘Please stop press notices and photographs of
yourself in connection with [my] expedition.’80
Such petty jealousy did not concern Wilkins; he simply got on with organising this search for
Levanevsky, doing things in his own way, and following his own inner direction. During this
period, he and Harold Sherman, also a member of the City Club in New York City, decided to
conduct an experiment in extrasensory perception. The acronym ESP was first used by JB
Rhine from Duke University during the mid-1930s. While Levanevsky and his crew were not
found, the results of the ESP experiment were astounding by any standard. Some of the
results were first published in Cosmopolitan Magazine in March 1939.81 Over the following
couple of years Wilkins and Sherman worked on the manuscript of the book they published
together which they called Thoughts Through Space. The book documents their sustained
experiment over five months.

The following excerpt gives an idea of how Wilkins and Sherman came to work together on
this telepathy project:
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I had explained to Mr Sherman the difficulty I was having in regard to the radio
direction indicators, and he suggested that, since it seemed possible that I
would have no radio means of informing the world of my position, we might
carry out an experiment.
He told me that for many years he had been interested in the possibility of
receiving without written or vocal word, or any mechanical means, an
impression from the thoughts of individuals who might be some distance away.
‘Working at short distance’, he said, ‘from people in the next room of facing me,
and sometimes from people at even a greater distance, I have received
impressions which gave me an indication of what the other person is doing, and
what he is thinking. It would be great if, when you are in the Arctic, I could
receive impressions from you – especially in case you are forced down and find
your radio ineffective.’

Wilkins is not effusive or enthusiastic, he is writing with a cool head. He now goes back in
time, reflecting on his own telepathic experiences and trying to bring the reader with him:
The idea interested me. For many years, even in my boyhood, I had been
conscious of the ability of certain individuals to receive directly within their
mind, without mechanical aid, impressions of conditions and events happening
far away.
The Aborigines of Australia, with whom I associated as a boy, would often give
evidence of knowing of some event which was taking place miles beyond their
range of sight or hearing. Sometimes, their knowledge of unexpected
happenings would be given at such a time as to exclude all possibility that they
had heard of them by means of ‘bush telegraph’,82 or smoke signal – rapid as
those means have been found to be.

Wilkins is now extrapolating the past into the present expedition, and the possible future
uses of such a mental ability. His mention of the ‘curious coincidences’ which ‘many people’
experience helps to keep the reader connected to normality. He then makes some jumps
into other more mysterious experiences, such as the thoughts of the dead revolving about
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in what could be called a thought sphere after they had died. His expression of these more
adventurous possibilities could encourage readers to see telepathy as less of a stretch:
With an interest in such things early awaked in me, I had often pondered over
the possibility of the cultivated, civilised mind, after determined exercise and
development along these lines, responding at will to the thought forms, thought
waves, or thought influences originating in others. I reasoned that if the
influence of thought could be directly felt or responded to without the aid of
sight, sound, touch, or smell, there need not be any distance limit, if the original
thought was emotional, forceful or of sufficient ‘strength’, in connection with
the power. I had myself been a party, as have many people, to ‘curious
coincidences’– such as telephoning others who were about to telephone me in
respect to a subject which for no logical reason had flashed into my mind.
I have also found my mind occupied with subjects about which no physical
experience of mine, or any amount of reading I have done, would have stored
up memories which might have emerged from a mental chamber to occupy my
attention.
I have often wondered about the possibility of determining the stimuli of such
thoughts, and whether they might be prompted by, or be a ‘recording of’,
thoughts which have been emitted ‘strongly’ from the minds of others.
Since some of the so-called ‘original’ subjects with which I have found my mind
occupied were of a nature and in relation to things not previously within my
knowledge, and not the result of recent research by living persons, it occurred
to me that the thoughts of even those who have passed from this physical life
might be revolving about in our sphere, might still be capable of stimulating the
thoughts of others, or of being ‘recorded’ by a section of the mental processes
of so called ‘sensitives’.83

Wilkins and Sherman simply saw an opportunity to undertake experiments in this unusual
but potentially rewarding domain. They thought scientists would be more ‘scientific’ in their
assessment of the results. One thing which can be learnt from Wilkins and Sherman is that
dogmatism is not confined to religion. Strangely, these experiments have been marginalised
by ‘scientists’ who, have either not read such experiments, and if they have, done
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everything to disprove them – rather than further explore the possibilities they held for
future research. Wilkins was always pragmatic and understated in his presentation of these
experiments:
Throughout a life filled largely with hard, practical, and physical experiences in a
great variety and under many unusual conditions, I have had little time to study
such possibilities, or to spend in the development of a supersensitiveness within
myself of such a brain process – if such a process does exist. But with an
accumulation of striking experiences in relation to the possibilities of the mind,
and as a result that many predictions, volunteered to me by ‘sensitives’ each
time I am about to set out on an expedition, have proved correct, I am firmly
convinced that the subject may not be put aside as entirely irrational.

The scientific integrity, the open-minded sincerity, and the altruistic motivations of Wilkins
in his approach should encourage all genuinely sceptical scientists to study these
experiments – however, those sceptics who are already true-believer atheists cannot bear
to read about this aspect of Wilkins. Nonetheless, the Wilkinsonian spirit of selfless service
is rather wonderful to contemplate:
I was interested in the possibility of ‘sensitives’ who might respond directly to
thought; for if such a quality were to be definitely and genuinely cultivated, that
generally unused section of the brain might acquire an ability to serve humanity,
and to be instrumental in the development of human progress from barbarism
towards refinement.84

Those who have studied the results scientifically still regard it as the most sustained and
convincing experiment ever undertaken in the area of telepathy or ‘remote viewing’ (a term
which came into existence in 1971):
…in 1938 with Wilkins outbound into the remote, unforgiving vastness of the
Arctic and without a cell phone, and Sherman as remote viewer in New York
some thousands of miles distant, a new benchmark for potential ‘remote
viewing’… was opened up and demonstrated in depth and in amazing detail.85

Simon Nasht comments on willingness of Wilkins to become involved in such an experiment:
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It is a mark of Wilkins’s courage that he perused and published the results
despite having little to gain and much to lose by involving himself in the
experiment.86

As the first experiment of its kind the results were staggering. Sherman went on to write
more books about telepathy on the strength of this sustained five-month experiment:
The laws of chance against me exactly determining at any given chance moment
what was happening to Wilkins, of what event he might have been witnessing,
were astronomical. Yet to the increasing surprise of both Wilkins and myself, as
our experiment progressed it was found that my recorded impressions were
maintaining a high degree of accuracy.87

Wilkins, not wishing to overstate a case which referred to the research he had been
involved in, wrote:
We may not have proved that telepathy between two people at some distance
apart is beyond doubt and by arrangement possible, but I was personally
pleased to have been engaged in the experiment and feel that we have proved
that the subject is entirely worthy of further attention.88

The 1940s and 50s: more wars and The Urantia Book
World War II took up much of Wilkins’s time from the declaration in Europe, on 1
September 1939, until the Japanese surrendered on 2 September 1944. Wilkins worked in
various capacities during this period; and then for the rest of his life he worked as an
advisor, taking on various contracts for different departments. Perhaps one day someone
will unearth the Wilkins files and write a book about exactly what he did for the US
Government.

Some stories have emerged through the children of his friends. One story came to me from
Karen Ronne Tupak, the daughter of a close associate and friend of Wilkins, the explorer
Finn Ronne. Ronne had a desk next to Wilkins during his years in Washington as a US
Government consultant:
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A story that comes to mind was one that my mother used to tell. It happened
when I was born, on March 5, 1951. Apparently, Sir Hubert made a very ‘out of
character’ trip to the main department store in Washington, DC, called
Garfinkle’s. He was very uncomfortable as he approached the baby department
but enlisted the help of a saleswoman. He said that the wife of a dear friend
had just delivered a baby girl and that he needed to give a present for the
occasion. She suggested he buy a baby scale to weigh the baby (me), as she
grew. So, he arrived at our house with a beautifully wrapped large box
containing the baby scale. My mother always remembered this gesture, since it
was so unusual for him to do such a thing. I still have that baby scale and I
treasure it.89

Such stories tell of the awkward kindliness of Wilkins towards his friend’s family. Unlike a
number of the explorers with whom he mixed earlier in life, Sir Wilkins (as he was called in
the Forces) continued to do what he saw was important, while being a kind and fulfilled
citizen. Wilkins could countermand orders when he felt the need and go anywhere on the
planet to investigate issues that related to his interest in ‘the weather problem’. However
interesting his US Army activities may have been, his after-hours exploration of the universe
via his reading of the Urantia Papers were to him just as interesting – and more important
over the long term. An interest in an eternal life perhaps hooked Wilkins. The following
quote certainly would have appealed to his interest in continuous adventure:
Love of adventure, curiosity, and dread of monotony – these traits inherent in
evolving human nature – were not put there just to aggravate and annoy you
during your short sojourn on earth, but rather to suggest to you that death is
only the beginning of an endless career of adventure, an everlasting life of
anticipation, an eternal voyage of discovery.90

To study and make notes for his future reference, Wilkins visited Chicago (either yearly or
biyearly) until the book was published; the entries in the notebook were mostly copied
quotes taken from what were then known as the ‘Urantia Papers’. To study and make notes
for his future reference, Wilkins visited Chicago (either yearly or biyearly) until the Urantia
Papers were published as The Urantia Book in October 1955; the entries in the notebook
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Wilkins created were almost exclusively quotations taken from what were then Urantia
Papers. The notebook was retrieved in 2014 from boxes which had been languishing in an
Amish shed near Michigan.91 American Urantia historians Saskia Praamsma and Mathew
Block transcribed and published this notebook as The Urantia Notebook of Sir Hubert
Wilkins: Fact Finder and Truth Seeker. This publication records what Wilkins thought was
important from a cosmological, historical, philosophical, political and religious viewpoint,
catalogued under various alphabetical headings. Wilkins did not make a thorough
investigation of how this book came into being; his attitude to this subject was recorded by
Harold Sherman in his daily diary:
Wilkins declared that he felt no human explanation of its origin was necessary –
simply the statement that ‘here it is,’ and leaving it to the judgment and
appraisal of individual readers to evaluate its spiritual and revelatory
authenticity.92

In 1942, soon after his first full reading of papers – some two-thousand pages – Wilkins
made these comments in letter to Sherman:
Until the last minute before rushing to catch a train to New York, I was reading
and just managed to get through the last chapter. The whole thing is so
immense and astounding that one is lost for words to describe it. It is, however,
likely to be subject to criticism by the established churches, both in respect to its
origin and its revelations, which deprive some of the sects of the basis of their
foundation. To me, however, it is the first connected, clear exposition of the
‘faith’ – the need for faith and the rewards of faith, a combination of
considerations which seem to confront everyone no matter what race or colour,
and notwithstanding their stature of ‘education’. We might be intrigued in the
matter of faith because of religious training very early in our youth. But the wish
to know something of the cosmic organisation seems paramount in all humans,
‘heathen’ or otherwise. The papers will therefore fill a long-felt want. They will
need – as have other writings – a good deal of expounding if they are to reach
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the multitudes, but that has been found necessary in respect to all ‘teachings’.
Yet the papers in themselves are more absorbable – if one has much capacity –
as a whole, than any other theological tome. I will arrive in Chicago on the 21st
and spend two to three weeks in reading again the material. After that time I
will probably get back to the farm (in Pennsylvania) until about August when I
will probably go to Alaska – if the NIPS don’t get there first.93

Wilkins was rarely critical or argumentative regarding the religious perspectives of others;
however, he had the knack of speaking his mind without offending those with whom he
disagreed. Even though his friend Harold Sherman had a falling out with the custodian of the
Urantia Papers, Dr William Sadler, Wilkins was able to find a reasonable middle path, and
maintain good relations with both men. He had much practice with ‘warring parties’ within
his various expeditions over his career. A diary entry made by Martha Sherman about an
informal gathering of students of Urantia Papers in 1945 is instructive; during this evening
Wilkins commented on fate, an evolving God, trying personal moments, and suffering:
He said these papers brought out that even God himself did not know what one
individual mortal might accomplish, since the gift of free will placed each
individual on his own. For this same reason, the evolving Supreme Being is
gaining experience under conditions of ‘sublime uncertainty’…
… Harold asked Sir Hubert what he considered his most trying moment to have
been and he was unable to choose, but he did say that the economic and other
nerve tensions on the home front were often just as trying in their way as
ordeals men found in battle or on hazardous missions.
Reference was made to the capacity for human suffering, and Wilkins said there
was a point beyond which the human developed a tolerance for seemingly
unbearable conditions (Harold had commented upon the fiendish torture of the
captured survivors of Bataan and Corregidor, who were confined in the hold of a
Japanese prison ship without ventilation, food or water, wallowing in their own
vomit and excrement). Wilkins made the enlightening comment that the first
reaction to even someone who had vomited on the street was intensely
revolting, but that of a hundred others was hardly more so, and that an
93
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individual who could control his own mind and emotions could somehow
manage to live through conditions of unspeakable filth. This still seemed like an
incredible achievement to us…
Wilkins then told how certain men in his expeditions would crack or show signs
of cracking under stress and would be humiliated afterward. They would say
that they now knew they were cowards and couldn’t and wouldn’t face such a
situation again.
Wilkins spoke of the necessity of a leader showing the right example for the
effect it would have upon his associates. Apparently, Wilkins has had the
capacity to meet or rise above every human experience, however trying. He said
it was often easier to give up and die than to persist, but he knew he had further
work to do and refused to surrender to circumstances.94

There are many letters, and other writings in The Sherman Diaries and The Urantia Diaries,
which point to the character traits of Wilkins, and to his thinking about God and life.
However, as it was clearly the concepts within The Urantia Book that so inspired him, even
though Wilkins knew it was a very difficult book to understand – as the Shermans recorded:
Sir Hubert again stated that this material was obviously beyond human ability to
create or even to actually conceive. He wondered how average humans could
ever begin to comprehend it or even to become interested.95

Knowing this, it is important to at least gain some feeling for what Wilkins found so
interesting within this admittedly enigmatic book. Perhaps this book is a hundred years
ahead of where we are now in religious understanding and philosophic thinking. Wilkins, as
a lay person with an inspiring kind of modern faith, found Urantia much more attractive
than ‘old time religion’. In the 1940s and 1950s, having finished the map of the world, and
out of the public eye, Wilkins began a study a complex book which mapped the universe. He
beheld a revelation in the Urantia Papers, and he did not have to sacrifice his intellectual
integrity to relate to the revelatory nature of his reading. He was not asked to believe in a
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doctrine – he simply undertook research of the book. So what kind of things did he put in his
notebook?

Urantian conclusions
By studying the Urantia Papers, I believe Wilkins connected with his past values and deeds,
giving him new insight into what had inspired him; but it also connected him to the future
beyond this life – something eternal. The following quote amplifies this idea:
The present, when divorced from the past and the future, becomes
exasperatingly trivial. Only a glimpse of the circle of eternity can inspire us to do
our best and challenge the best in us to do our utmost. And when we are thus at
our best, we live most unselfishly for the good of others, our fellow sojourners
in time and eternity.96

Wilkins had glimpsed the circle of eternity. Just as he bridged the old style of polar
exploration (with ships and dog sleds) with a new type of exploration (from the air and
under the ice), so he created a bridge from an old style of religious belief to a new type of
spiritual faith. Wilkins can share signposts to a wonderfully mysterious yet modern God, a
God accessible and approachable to the more secular seeker, without being at odds with
science. Wilkins can also encourage those who have flatly rejected God to engage with
another kind of spiritualised thinking through his own long-distance lens; a type of thinking
which endorses the truths which modern science has to offer, yet reveals the flaws in a
mechanistic, materialistic beliefs about our place in the universe. God does not have enough
credible press agents – so it is understandable that many people have felt let down by the
god of institutional religion. What follows are excerpts from just four of the forty-five
sections which Wilkins included in his Urantia Notebook:
‘Man’
This section includes an idea which seems counterintuitive, for the trope of ‘searching’ for
God and truth has become part of the religious lexicon.
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Man cannot find God by searching. If you will submit to the leading of the
indwelling spirit, you will be unerringly guided.97

These underlinings, which are Wilkins’s own, are telling. Wilkins didn’t underline much text,
because he had already extracted that which he felt was most important to him. The idea
that being led by an intuitive spiritual something within is a superior methodology to
‘searching for God’, is clearly something Wilkins thought to be worth cogitating. And it is
probably how he saw the way he lived his own life – being led by God, rather than searching
for God.

‘Faith’
The concepts within The Urantia Book, when coupled with the life of Wilkins, makes a case
for a new kind of personal faith rather than the old kind of group belief – whatever the
religion. Wilkins headed the short section on Faith this way: ‘FAITH’: Knowing less than one
can believe!’98 The full Urantia Book quote from which Wilkins creates this aphorism asks a
question, and gives an answer:
Is faith – the supreme assertion of human thought – desirable? Then must the
mind of man find itself in that troublesome predicament where it ever knows
less than it can believe.99

The difference between ‘belief’ and ‘faith’ is addressed:
Belief is always limiting and binding; faith is expanding and releasing. Belief fixates,
faith liberates…the acceptance of a teaching as TRUE is not faith, that is mere belief.
Neither is certainty or conviction faith. Faith is a living attribute of genuine personal
religious experience. Belief may become group possessions, but faith must be
personal.100
The final extract Wilkins includes under the heading of ‘faith’ reads:
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Childlike trust secures man’s entrance into the kingdom of heavenly ascent, but
progress is wholly dependent upon the vigorous exercise of the robust and confident
faith of the full-grown human.101
‘Philosophical’
Under this heading Wilkins notes issues which were clearly useful to him at the time – just
as they are likely to useful to us today. Wilkins was bi-lateral – looking to the future life
while fully attending to the rigours of this life. The following few quotes all come from the
same section related to instruction purportedly from our teachers of philosophy in the next
world:
Very important is the work of the next sphere, but nothing equals the
importance of the work of the world in which you are actually living.

There was little of self-importance in Wilkins. He must have seen the following as an
explanation for his own unbounded energy – and perhaps a tip for a future reader of his
notebook.
When you feel important you lose energy to the wear and tear of ego, so that
there is little left to do the work.

Wilkins had a self-deprecating sense of humour. Regarding the burdens of life, he copies a
sentence he has found to be true for himself:
You will learn that you increase your burdens, and decrease the likelihood of
success, by taking yourself too seriously.

Selfless service for the good of the whole world was what the life of Wilkins was all about –
so the following philosophy had been tried and tested during his life, and could be seen as a
special piece of advice for us today – a tip he wished to pass on to those who may one day
take an interest in his life:
Self-importance, not work importance, exhausts immature creatures. You can
do several things as easily as one if you leave yourself out.

‘Jesus’
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Wilkins made about fifteen pages of notes on Jesus’s life; I have chosen one which Wilkins
clearly found very important, because he underlined sentences and placed a squiggly line in
the margin of the paragraph:
The disciples were told, ‘My Kingdom and the gospel pertaining thereto, shall be
the burden of your message. Be not side-tracked into preaching about me and
about my teachings … do not be misled into the bypaths of creating legends and
building up a cult having to do with the beliefs and teachings about my beliefs
and teachings.102

Today certain teachings about Jesus have been overemphasised to the neglect of the
teachings of Jesus. Differences of doctrinal opinion mark the teaching about Jesus, while
unity of knowing tends to mark the teachings of Jesus. The Urantia Book’s last section is
titled, ‘The Life and Teachings of Jesus’. Wilkins was clearly focused on living the teachings
of Jesus in his own way, seeing Jesus as his great exemplar.

Concluding remarks
Wilkins loved wilderness places. He loved to pray, to be alone and to have time to be as well
as to do. The following, spoken from the pulpit of a Church in Canada in 1938, is one of the
relatively few times that Wilkins publicly mentions the word God:
I think everyone will admit that those of us who go to the far corners of the
earth cannot help but be God-conscious. We may not be God-fearing as such is
preached in the churches – personally I don’t feel that it is necessary to be Godfearing in order to be God-conscious. It is not possible to travel over this earth
and see its magnificence and magnitude and not realise the existence of God.
And when we travel in the lonely desolate places of the polar regions we have
time for contemplation. There we feel conscious of the greatness of God and
more perhaps than we would if we spent our lives in the cities and in the rush of
business and there we feel also that when people gather together combining
their thoughts and projecting their thoughts in our interests and for our
assistance that it has the desired effect. The consciousness of this is perhaps the
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most conspicuous thing that has developed in my mind as a result of my lonely
sojourns in the polar regions.103

While Wilkins was undoubtedly spiritual, he had a practical common sense approach to all
he said and did. His life was extraordinarily balanced in his own unique way. The following
two sentences from The Urantia Book could be applied to Wilkins:
The great religious teachers and the prophets of past ages were not extreme
mystics. They were God-knowing men and women who best served their God by
unselfish ministry to their fellow mortals.104

While Wilkins left no theological work as such, he did leave enough documentation of his
life, via his archives, to reconstruct something of his own thinking about God. He took the
Urantia Book with him to both the North and the South Pole in the last twelve months of his
life. It helped him to understand his own experiences of life, and to continue to develop a
strong and unified character along the lines of Jesus – his personal way-shower:
Although the average mortal of Urantia cannot hope to attain the high
perfection of character which Jesus of Nazareth acquired while sojourning in the
flesh, it is altogether possible for every mortal believer to develop a strong and
unified personality along the perfected lines of the Jesus personality. The unique
feature of the Master’s personality was not so much its perfection as its
symmetry, its exquisite and balanced unification. The most effective
presentation of Jesus consists in following the example of the one who said, as
he gestured toward the Master standing before his accusers, ‘Behold the
man!’105

This extract from a larger section titled ‘Acme of Religious Living’ relates to the ideal of a
balanced character, as exampled in the life of Jesus of Nazareth – a section which must have
inspired Wilkins. By the time he died, Wilkins was perhaps seen by some as unusual, even
eccentric, for he lived in a cheap hotel room, and sometimes failed to cash his government
pay cheques. However, when viewing the whole man, the breadth and the depth of his
‘iceberg-like’ life, the onlooker beholds a balanced human being, with a storehouse of
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wisdom, collected through his experience-rich life. His wide reading and his desire for prayer
and worship provide us with adventure, knowledge and spiritual nourishment, although
there were few people during his life with whom he could share this aspect of himself. A
long-time friend of Wilkins wrote a letter of support to Wilkins in 1931: ‘They will wake up in
Australia someday and know what a great Australian Wilkie is.’106 Another view of Wilkins
made by his friend Harold Sherman read:
Wilkins was a two-sided individual: the man the world knew, and the man only
his most intimate friends knew. He had a deeply spiritual side in the broadest
possible cosmic sense. He had inner experiences that he confided to scarcely
anyone.107

Although we can never really know the ‘inner-Wilkins’, it is my hope that this paper helps to
provide an insight into his character, while encouraging the exploration of this hidden
spiritual side of Wilkins – especially so for those who are already interested in the incredible
things Wilkins did. A prayer which Wilkins adapted from The Urantia Book, is perhaps the
most fitting way to end this exploration of the character and spiritual life of Captain, Sir
George ‘Hubert’ Wilkins:
My Father, I beseech
Support me in my desire to worship,
To enjoy privilege without abuse,
To have liberty without licence,
To have power and refuse to use it
for self-aggrandisement,
So that the experience of living will lead
Me and my fellows to greater
spiritual reality. 108
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